Terms of Use for Wedding and Party Network

This website is owned and operated by Wedding and Party Network, a division of Flower Shop Network, Inc., (“Flower Shop Network”). All of the content featured or displayed on this website, including, but not limited to text, graphics, photographs, images, sound, illustrations and software (“Content”) is the intellectual property of and is owned by Wedding and Party Network.

All “Content” on this website is copyrighted by virtue of creation. A copyright is the exclusive right granted to “authors” under the United States Copyright Act of 1976 to copy, adapt, distribute, publicly perform, and publicly display their work, such as literary works, databases, musical works, sound recordings, photographs and other still images and motion picture and other audiovisual works. All “Content” on this site is copyrighted by Wedding and Party Network.

Wedding and Party Network may grant permission or license to use specific “Content” at the request of a paid member. Subject to the terms of any membership agreement with Wedding and Party Network at the request of an individual, members who reproduce an image or text via the internet must provide credit to Wedding and Party Network and do so by producing a link to WeddingandPartyNetwork.com. An example of appropriate credit is as follows:

Copyrighted content provided by WeddingandpartyNetwork.com must be linked to http://www.weddingandpartynetwork.com. Link code available on website.

The statement and link are required on each web page in which the “Content” of Wedding and Party Network is reproduced.

Members using “Content” in print and/or television advertising for the purpose of promoting its store must include the following statement in a minimum 8 point font:

Copyrighted content provided by WeddingandPartyNetwork.com

Alternately, members may include the WeddingandPartyNetwork.com logo in a size that would be visible to the naked eye without magnification. (Approved logos available on website.)

Wedding and Party Network may also grant permission or license to use specific content at the request of a nonmember or of a member for a purpose other than promoting its own business. A fee may be assessed for use, depending on the purpose of use, or “Content” being requested. A request must be submitted to Wedding and Party Network in writing, stating what image and/or text is being requested, where it will be reproduced, and for what purpose. i.e. marketing material, website, print ad, etc.
Photos Submitted to Wedding and Party Network

By submitting photos to Wedding and Party Network ("WPN"), you hereby grant to WPN a non-exclusive, fully paid and royalty-free, worldwide, limited license to use, modify, delete from, add to, publicly display, and reproduce such Content, including without limitation distributing and display of photos anywhere on this site we deem appropriate. We have the right to use or not to use your party and wedding pictures. All attempts will be made to credit professional photographers who took the wedding or party photos submitted.

When submitting your party or wedding pictures, it is the responsibility of the submitter to credit the photographer of any professionally taken photo and compliance with all copyright laws. All photos including descriptions and names must be created/owned by submitter. Under no circumstances will Wedding and Party Network allow the submission of immoral, scandalous or obscene photos. By submitting your wedding or party pictures you automatically grant Wedding and Party Network unlimited use of your wedding or party photos.

If Wedding and Party Network is notified that any photo is in copyright violation, said photo will immediately be removed and placed under review. Habitual copyright violators will be prohibited from submitting photos to Wedding and Party Network.

Disclaimers

Except as specifically stated in these Terms, the Security and Privacy Policy, or elsewhere on this website, or as otherwise required by applicable law, neither Wedding and Party Network, nor its directors, officers, employees or other representatives will be liable for damages of any kind (including, without limitation, lost profits, direct, indirect, compensatory, consequential, exemplary, special, incidental, or punitive damages) arising out of your use of, your inability to use, or the performance of this website or the "Content" whether or not we have been advised of the possibility of such damages.
There may be links to other websites from the WeddingandPartyNetwork.com website; however, these other websites are not controlled by Wedding and Party Network and we are not responsible for any content contained on any such website or any loss suffered by you in relation to your use of such websites.

Wedding and Party Network, reserves the right to change, amend, or modify stated Terms of Use without notice. If you have questions on our Terms of Use, please contact us:

Wedding and party Network
103 Monroe Rd.
P.O. Box 786
Paragould, AR 72451
Toll Free:(800) 858-9925
Local:(870) 215-5444
Email: fsninfo@flowershopnetwork.com